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Which iPad is the best? This question can be answered quite easily. It depends on how much
money you want to spend. The original is, of course, the most inexpensive. Along with price comes
quality, therefore we have the second version, the iPad 2. More money, better quality. Even more
money- the newest iPad, the iPad 3. Yes, this one tops them all. With internet connectivity just
about anywhere, a clearer crisper picture, a great camera and better graphics, you have great
quality but you spend more money. Judge for yourself. What is the best iPad?

Of course, the obvious answer is that the Apple iPad 3 is by far the best, but may nor fit your needs.
This is because of the cost. Those who can't afford to spend an extra fee to Verizon or AT&T settle
for the iPad 2. The iPad 3's 4G LTE connectivity allows for faster downloading speed and its 3.1
million pixels offer a stunning brighter retina display with real lifelike detail. It has a 5MP iSight
camera for richer photos and the ability to shoot videos from just about anywhere. Not only that but
it's voice dictated! Speak and you shall receive. You no longer have to type in your commands.
There's so much you can do with this iPad that you can't with the previous versions. When wifi isn't
available you can still get online. If your still wondering which iPad is the best, it's definitely the iPad
3.

The iPad 2 is limited in its internet connectivity but users who want to spend less money are sticking
with it. They do see a difference, however. The resolution isn't nearly as bright. The camera isn't HD
and customers say it's pretty much useless, unlike the iPad 3. There's no flash for taking videos. It
has the same 9.7" screen as the iPad and the iPad 3 but the earlier versions just don't compare for
real lifelike resolution. The iPad has only one speaker located on the back and for it to be audible
you need some good headphones. It would even benefit the user if they had a good set of speakers.
Once again, the iPad 3. You have over 200,000 apps available with the new iPad, plus you can
connect to wifi, Bluetooth, USB and iPad touch. Are you still wondering which iPad is the best? You
shouldn't be because it's pretty plain to see. The iPad 3, of course!
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For more information about a which iPad is the best I suggest you check out a http://ipad-
applications.neiia.com.
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